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CROSS-PURCHASE MATRIX REPORT 

The Affinity by Basket Report supports a one-to-many analysis, where you must select 

a target product or set of products to review its basket overlap and interaction with other 

secondary products. This type of reporting is useful when the target product is already 

known; for example, when you are evaluating item level attachment as part of an 

endcap or promotion or determining how to plan inventory for the remainder of your 

portfolio for an upcoming event.  

 

That said, a one-to-many affinity analysis is not the most efficient way to evaluate 

existing shopping behavior if your target product is unknown or one of many different 

items. 

The Cross-Purchase Matrix Report creates a single view to analyze many-to-many 

product interactions across a single metric (i.e., Affinity Index, Co-Purchase %, Avg. 

Basket Size, etc..).  

 

This report can be used to understanding the types of trips your shoppers are making 

when selecting products across your portfolio and answer a number of business 

questions (e.g., what does my Colgate Max shopper buy in their basket versus my 

Colgate Minions Toothpaste shopper? How does their trip change based on if they are 

shopping for children’s items?). 

 

To summarize these use-cases more succinctly: the Cross-Purchase Matrix report will 

drive quicker co-promotion and shelving insights to understand –  

1. How your entire portfolio is co-purchased with the rest of your portfolio (by item, 

class, brand, etc.) 
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2. How all items across category are purchased with all other items across category 

(by item, class, brand, etc.) 

3. How a subset of items is cross purchased with other departments (by item, class, 

brand, etc.) 

 

The columns in the report represent your primary products “buyers of A,” while the rows 
represent your secondary products “also buy B.”  
 

Co-Purchase % [Both\Sec.] 
Percentage of primary product baskets that also contained the select co-purchase 
product (s) 
 

Affinity Index 
Ratio between the co-purchase percentage to the percentage of all baskets that the 
primary product appeared in (i.e. basket lift). Ex: If the co-purchase product is in 50% of 
primary product baskets, and the co-purchase product is in 20% of ALL baskets, the 
affinity index is 100x(50/20)=250. This would indicate that the co-purchase item is 2.5 
times more likely to be in a basket with the primary product than in any random basket. 
 
Avg. Sales $ [Total] / Basket [Both] 
Average total basket dollar sales for all baskets containing both primary and secondary 
product(s) 
 

Avg. Units [Total] / Basket [Both] 
Average total basket dollar sales for all baskets containing both primary and secondary 
product(s) 
 

Cross Purchase Index 
Quantifies how co-purchase influences spend on the secondary product selection. It is 
calculated by dividing Avg. Sales $ [Sec.] / Basket [Both] by Avg. Sales $ [Sec.] / Basket 
[Sec.] 
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CO-PURCHASE TREND REPORT 

Trending item level affinities is essential to understand the impact of seasonality and 

holidays on product interactions. Affinity by Basket is useful for understanding the 

average level of interaction between two items but doesn’t clearly add a time dimension 

to this report.  

The Co-Purchase Trend Report can be used in conjunction with Affinity by Basket to 

determine proper co-promotions, co-merchandising, product placement, and shelving 

throughout the year for items or categories where strategies should change over time. 

 

 

One example in the grocery channel could be where dried fruit should be cross-

promoted and merchandised based on shopper intentions and historical purchase 

patterns. It could be shelved with snacks and nuts all year long, included in the produce 

or salad section during the summer, baking during the holidays, or on an endcap as part 

of a big promotional event.  

 

Deciding when and where to shelve dried fruit items would be easier to understand by 

evaluating category and item affinities and basket size over time versus running the 

Affinity by Basket Report several times.  

In addition to guiding shelving decisions, trending this data can provide you insight the 

ability to determine a baseline for an affinity metric, observe how behavior changes over 

time, and if past activities caused a spike in activity. 

 

Co-Purchase % [Both\Sec.] 
Percentage of primary product baskets that also contained the select co-purchase 
product (s) 
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Affinity Index 
Ratio between the co-purchase percentage to the percentage of all baskets that the 
primary product appeared in (i.e. basket lift). Ex: If the co-purchase product is in 50% of 
primary product baskets, and the co-purchase product is in 20% of ALL baskets, the 
affinity index is 100x(50/20)=250. This would indicate that the co-purchase item is 2.5 
times more likely to be in a basket with the primary product than in any random basket. 
 
Avg. Sales $ [Total] / Basket [Both] 
Average total basket dollar sales for all baskets containing both primary and secondary 
product(s) 
 
Avg. Units [Total] / Basket [Both] 
Average total basket dollar sales for all baskets containing both primary and secondary 
product(s) 
 
Cross Purchase Index 
Quantifies how co-purchase influences spend on the secondary product selection. It is 
calculated by dividing Avg. Sales $ [Sec.] / Basket [Both] by Avg. Sales $ [Sec.] / Basket 
[Sec.] 
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BASKET COMBINATION REPORT 

Understanding true shopper behavior must go beyond analyzing pairwise product 

interactions. The Basket Combination Report can provide you insight into the types of 

trips your shopper is making by running a clustering algorithm that evaluates the top 

product triplets at the desired level of the product hierarchy.  

This will be helpful in planning promotions that span more than two products (e.g., 

Marshmallows, Graham Crackers, & Chocolate Bars), what shoppers purchase off an 

end-cap (e.g., while a display was set up customers did not purchase Glade refills with 

Glade machines that included free refills, but did purchase a cheaper option that didn’t 

come with free refills), or evaluate common trips shoppers are making at a retailer (e.g., 

smokes and candy, beer and diapers, toothpaste and mouthwash, toothpaste and 

household cleaning products). 

 

Similar to Affinity by Basket, Co-Purchase Trend & Cross-Purchase Matrix reports, you 

will only be able to evaluate baskets that contain items within your visibility (e.g., own 

items or category depending on subscription tier). 

Given no products are selected in the product filter, the report will return the top 10 

highest selling products at the specified level of the product hierarchy. 

Basket Count 
Number of baskets with positive units of the specified product(s) in the rows over the 
date range and across all selected stores. 
 
% of Baskets 
Basket count divided by the total basket population as defined by your report inputs, 
expressed as a percentage. For example, if you ran your report on Marshmallows, 
Graham Crackers, & Chocolate Bars, the denominator for this calculation would be any 
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shopper who purchased any combination of those items within your specified date 
range and stores. 
 
Rank of % of Baskets 
Relative rank of basket incidence out of all item basket combinations included in the 
report output. 
 
Bracket of % of Baskets 
% of baskets expressed in terms of a 5% bracket, to provide you insight into the 
frequency of an item basket combination without revealing the total basket population 
size. 
 
Avg. Sales / Baskets 
Average dollars in the entire basket when the specified product(s) in the rows is/are in 
the basket. 
 
Avg. Units / Baskets 
Average units in the entire basket when the specified product(s) in the rows is/are in the 
basket. 
 
Stores Selling 

Number of locations that sold at least one basket with this combination. 


